
Instructions for 'Audrey Earring Trio in Evening Rose featuring
Preciosa Crystals and Pearls' Kit

Project KE-SP-042E   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of
findings.

2 - large ribbon pinch bail earring set 2 - 10mm white crystal pearl

2 - small ribbon pinch bail earring set 2 - 10mm salmon rose crystal pearl

2 - spiral pinch bail earring set 6 - silver long earring hooks

2 - 10mm crystal labrador halfcoat crystal 6 - silver eye pins 22 gauge 1inch

6 - 4mm crystal labrador halfcoat crystal

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to https://youtu.be/3xrOE7-k_dw

1. Begin by stringing one small crystal onto one eye pin. Make a simple wire loop* facing perpendicular to the
loop of the eye pin. Set Aside. Then repeat five more times.

2. Then you will place the large crystals and pearls into the pinch bails. To do this, use your fingers to gently
separate the prongs, just far enough to slip the crystal or pearl into the center. You won't want to pull them
apart too much so that you have trouble squeezing them back together. For this design, you may choose your
trio, meaning you can choose which pinch bail gets which bead or you can follow along with the photo of
the kit to match our designer's recommendation.

3. Next you will open the loop of one of the eye pins, same as you would a jump ring*, and attach it to one
pinch bail. Close the loop. Then open the other side of this eye pin loop and attach it to one earring hook.
Close the loop. Repeat this for all five remaining earrings to complete this set.

Please note that we do not recommend switching out the beads within the pinch bails over and over as
it could cause the metal to become brittle and break.

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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